
Streamlined Receivables

Customer PO number on Job 
booking screen
Collect info quickly, get paid faster

Increase transparency on invoices with 
the new way to include the customer 
PO number right from the start. Make it 
easier for customers to process 
payment.

Streamlined Coordination

Projects shown on location records
Significantly reduce the number of 
places you need to look

Save yourself some of the hassle of 
filtering through hundreds to thousands 
of jobs for customers with multiple 
locations. Now you can more efficiently 
track down information and just look in 
the specific location.

Other goodies

No more going back each time with 
the new Pricebook “Save and Add 
another” button

Increase inventory control and 
safeguard from over ordering with 
max replacement settings

Regional pricing averages with Price 
Insights in Pricebook Pro

Streamlined Inventory

Ability to update job numbers on 
open purchase orders
Save time and get more accurate 
job costing

You can now easily reassign ordered 
equipment and materials to another 
job when that inventory doesn't get 
used on the original job.
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You asked! Feature released due to direct feedback and requests. 
Keep them coming!

Learn about all these features and more in ST-57 Release Notes: 
help.servicetitan.com/Content/Release-Notes/release-notes-st57.htm

Accounting Accounting

Install Coordinator Pricebook Pro

Inventory

https://help.servicetitan.com/Content/Release-Notes/release-notes-st56.htm


Mobile Estimates Redesign Open Beta 
Mobile Estimates has been redesigned to help take your sales experience 
to the next level! 

You now have the ability to present vivid imagery, job descriptions, multiple 
options, and improved usability. Plus, new infoboxes such as energy 
savings, rebates, and membership savings will appear to help you 
communicate more value .

We are also introducing the “HVAC Pack” which will include an HVAC 
Load Calculator, SEER Energy Savings Calculator, and Rebates field to use 
when building and presenting estimates in the field.

Mobile Estimates Redesign allows you to:
● Drive revenue by increasing close rates and average ticket size by 

showing more information that communicates value during your 
sales process

● Increase professionalism with modern mobile estimates and give 
your customers the shopping experience they’re looking for

If you’d like to join the Open Beta, reach out to your CSM and they can turn 
it on for your account!

Thank you to the following 
companies for your ideas:

Atlas AC Repair LLC

Atlas Butler Heating 
and Cooling

Crossroads Plumbing

EMA Of New York

Hiller Plumbing

L.A. Hydro-Jet & Rooter 
Service, Inc.

Moon Valley Plumbing 
and Rooter, LLC

Prime Plumbing Inc.

Reddi Services

SystemForward America

TemperaturePro - 
Birmingham

...and many others!


